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THE BUSINESS PLACES

Lunchtime
Yoga
Sessions
Lead to
CubeFit
Workplace stress is a significant
contributor to both health
problems and costs. Americans
are working longer and harder.
Absenteeism due to job stress
has escalated. It is urgent that
companies lay a more holistic
foundation for controlling
organizational stress.
Words by Emily Clingman
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Editor’s note: Health and wellness are perhaps the
most important topics being discussed in the office
today. This is a sneak peek at the October issue of
Workplaces magazine, which will explore the ideas
of health, health care and hospitality.
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“I saw the sacrifice I was making working
from nine-to-five. It was more like a seven-toseven schedule,” Lee says. “Being in the office,
meeting deadlines and not necessarily having
time to go work out after work.”
Feeling stressed — “like my shoulders were
up around my ears” — Lee took up yoga.
“If I could make a class after work, I’d feel a
lot better about my day,” she says.

A

fter working 10 years in sales and marketing in the Dallas
area, Shanna Lee noticed her job was taking a toll on her body
and attitude, but her schedule made it difficult to place any
emphasis on personal well-being.

Lee became deeply interested in the health
benefits of yoga outside of the physical results.
“I was controlling my temper,” Lee says. “I developed an ability to take things in stride. Yoga
made me physically strong and mentally calm.”
In time, practicing yoga morphed into a priority for Lee, and she eventually trained to be
an instructor so she could know all there is to
know about yoga. She asked her co-workers
if they were interested in a few lunchtime
yoga sessions so she could fulfill the course’s
requirement of teaching a class. To Lee’s surprise, as well as to some reluctant participants,
her co-workers loved the class and wanted her
to teach yoga regularly.
A partner in the firm noticed camaraderie
was improving; people who didn’t necessarily work well together started to communicate
better. Lunchtime yoga produced a positive
ripple effect in the office. Word got out to Lee’s
clients, and other company leaders wanted

to try it, and — “for fun” — CubeFit was born.
What started as a personal project has become
Lee’s new career mission — corporate wellness.

THE PROBLEM WITH UNHEALTHY
OFFICE WORKERS
According to the American Institute of Stress,
job stress costs U.S companies an estimated
$300 billion a year as a result of accidents,
absenteeism, employee turnover, diminished
productivity, direct medical, legal and insurance costs and workers’ compensation.
According to a survey published by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health in 1999, but still used today to measure
job stress:
• 40 percent of workers reported their job
was very or extremely stressful
• 25 percent view their jobs as the number
one stressor in their lives
• 75 percent of employees believe workers
have more on-the-job stress than a generation ago
• 29 percent of workers felt quite a bit or extremely stressed at work
• 26 percent of workers said they were often
or very often burned out or stressed by
their work
• Job stress is more strongly associated with
health complaints than financial or family
problems.
In a February 2015 story in Forbes magazine,
“Workplace Stress Responsible for up to $190B
in Annual U.S. Healthcare Costs,” high work
demands are a factor in about 30,000 deaths
annually.
Workplace stress is a significant contributor
to both health problems and costs. Americans
are working longer and harder. Absenteeism
due to job stress has escalated. It is urgent that
companies lay a more holistic foundation for
controlling organizational stress.
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“We need to focus on taking care of people, making sure when they are at work, there are
no worries for them.”
A PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
“I never intended to teach yoga,” Lee says.
“But I saw the difference between employers
who really wanted to keep their employees
happy and those who were all business and
thought there was no place for this kind of
stuff at work.”

Lee reached out to company leaders she had
been doing business with over the years and
asked them what they were doing to attract
employees. She suggested they develop a
wellness budget, then offered to bring yoga to
people who don’t necessarily seek it out.
The response was positive. Companies hired
her to develop custom yoga programs for their
employees. Lee says it’s more about office
workers having personal knowledge from an
experience rather than an HR person sending
out an e-mail once every few months reminding employees to get up and move away from
their desks every 15 minutes.
“The experience of having the class in the
same place that participants work helps to
relate the information to the environment it’s
designed for,” Lee says. “Learning a pose at
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your desk reminds you to practice that movement at your desk.”
Every class is different and tailored to the individual workplace. Most are a one-time workshop to introduce some basics. Other companies bring Lee in once a week.
“We establish an objective,” she says. “Do you
just want to cut loose and have fun? Do you
want to come away with some tangible knowledge? What are the demographics of the participants? Already fit? People that can’t touch
their toes?”
Thirty-seven-year-old Lee, who majored in
communications and spent her sales career
finding the best way to deliver a message to
people, talks to executives and their wellness
coordinators about what they’d like their employees to know. Sometimes, a health message
from an employer isn’t received well, so part of
the wellness strategy is to have Lee deliver it.
“Coming from an outside source, they receive
it better,” she says.

HAPPY CLIENTS
Shiek Shah, CEO of Akili, a tech company in
Dallas, is an active person, as are many of Akili’s 70 employees. Some participate in cycling
races, running sports and other high-intensity
athletics.
“Not everybody will or even can participate in
that level of activity though,” Shah says.
Shah wanted Akili’s employees to integrate
regular physical activity into their lives. He’d
been reading about the benefits of yoga, and
he thought it would be a great activity for Akili’s
employees. He realized, though, it was unlikely
they’d all take time, or find it convenient to join
a gym or sign up for classes.
“When I met Shanna Lee, she suggested doing the classes in the office, and I thought that
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Three Easy Yoga Movements to Practice at Your Desk

Yoga isn’t all about wrapping your legs around your head and standing on your hands while some mystical, soft-spoken man dreamily guides you into a meditative trance. At its fundamental level, it’s about
being aware of how you feel and using body movement to relieve physical discomfort and mental stress.
CubeFit Yoga founder Shanna Lee offers the following simple, relaxing movements to try at your desk.

Stand up
“We have a tendency to sit in a forward posture,” Lee says. “Typing or looking down at the phone draws
our shoulders and chin forward. I refer to this as a crunchy position.”
Lee suggests standing when using the phone or work at a standing desk when possible. When you
stand, use true north posture with feet firmly planted, hips over ankles and shoulders over hips. Squeeze
your thighs; lift your belly button up. Raise your heart.
“Don’t let your shoulders slump. Stand up, be tall,” Lee says. “Then you’ll feel more confident.”
There’s also the added benefit of less pressure on your neck and shoulders. Looking down can feel like
60 pounds resting on that area.

Breathe
“When stressed, we tend to hold our breath or breathe very shallow in stressful situations,” Lee says.
“We don’t often notice this, for example, when we get off the phone with a difficult customer or reading a
nasty e-mail.”
Stand up. Walk away from that place. Go through a cycle of breaths where you inhale and exhale to the
same count, like for four seconds. Inhale to the point that you’re full. Stop at the top and press it all out,
clearing your lungs fully like a deflated balloon.
“It’s like a fish tank. If you have to clean out the water, you can’t just take half the water out, and put
new water on top of the old water,” Lee says. “It will still be dirty water. Breathe fully and deeply. Your
breath enriches your blood and circulation so the better you are breathing, the better your circulation is,
which affects everything.”

Open your shoulders
Lower back pain. Shoulder soreness. Sound familiar? Reach back and interlace your fingers behind your
lower back. Turn your palms down and press toward the ground. Look straight up. This motion opens up
your heart and shoulders. It creates a space that negates the text neck pose.
“The more you do, the more open you can get eventually,” Lee says. “You might feel like the Tin Man at
first, but with practice, you’ll be more flexible and get more space.”

Yoga is for everyone
The takeaway message is that yoga practice can be adapted to anyone’s level of ability. Lee says to
throw away any notion of what you think you should look like or be able to accomplish.
“Comparison is the thief of joy,” Lee says. “When you say, ‘I used to be able to do this, now I can’t, or I
suck,’ that’s going to steal any joy that you have about what you can do.”
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“Sometimes we get caught up in what our revenue numbers are going to look like, and then
we make decisions based on that, rather than taking care of our employees.”

was a brilliant idea,” Shah says. “I had never
thought about anyone coming to us.”
They tried it. About 10 people showed up. A
year later, its popularity resulted in expanding
classes to two different times in two different
rooms.
“Wellness is not just the physical side, it’s also
the mental side,” Shah says. “The profession
we are in can be pretty stressful. A lot of people travel, deal with deadlines, work 60-hour
weeks. You have to take time out to focus on
yourself, on your body, on your mind. Everyone looks forward to doing this now.”
One employee, a dedicated runner, was not
initially interested in office yoga. She told Shah
it wasn’t for her; it was for old people who
aren’t flexible. Shah explained it is great for
everyone, but she bucked the class anyway.
“Three months later, I’m getting changed
to go to the yoga session, and she comes in,
changed and ready for yoga,” Shah says, adding she was surprised.
She told her after talking to other employees
about it and conducting her own research,
she was going to try it. According to Shah, she
hasn’t missed a session since.
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“She says she’s running better and not so
sore,” Shah says. “See, there you go. It’s for
everyone.”
Shah values the benefits of CubeFit’s classes
at Akili. First, office yoga is convenient. “We all
lead pretty rushed lives these days, especially
in the U.S.,” he says. “There are no excuses.
The class is here, you can do it.”
Shah sees that it also enhances productivity and a clear and uncluttered mind relieves
stress.
“Sometimes, when you work too long for a
client, you get annoyed. Bitterness starts bubbling up,” Shah says. “Yoga helps our employees relieve that.”
Shah believes superior physical health starts
with a healthy diet, but he understands he
can’t dictate what people eat. So, he encourages yoga participation for the mental benefits.
He sees employees, after participating in office
yoga, are “more chilled out. They enjoy their
work a little more.”

Shah, who has been at the helm of Akili for
many years, says the company culture is “really
great.” There isn’t a lot of turnover so he’s seen
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people grow up and go from single to married,
have kids, mortgages and personal life problems.
“I can observe the stress levels going up,” he
says. “And I think this is detrimental to what we
do because we offer professional services.”
Shah’s perspective is that people are the
company’s assets.
“We need to focus on taking care of people,
making sure when they are at work, there are
no worries for them,” he says. “If I can help
them feel relaxed and not stressed at work,
they’ll be more productive.”
Social media makes it more stressful these
days, Shah says.
“So, I said, for one hour a week, we’re going
to put all of our cell phones away,” Shah says.
“No calls from any clients. Just make sure your
family knows you are unavailable for an hour.
Let’s just focus on ourselves. And, that’s where
yoga came in.”
In just a few weeks, Shah noticed employees’
stress levels going down. They started looking
forward to CubeFit classes.
“Nobody gets time for themselves or makes
time for themselves,” Shah says. “But, we’re
all creatures of habit so if we start taking the
class, we’ll eventually want to do it more. I
think that’s what happened with (the athletic
running employee). She started seeing people
looking forward to it and talking about how
it has helped them, and she thought, ‘Well, I
should try this.’ ”
For conventional people who believe there’s
no place in the workplace for yoga classes,
Shah shares some advice he received from a
long-time company CEO.
“No matter what business you’re in, it’s always about the people,” he says. “If you’re
manufacturing cell phones, offering professional services or building homes, it’s always
about finding the right people and treating
them right.
“Sometimes we get caught up in what our
revenue numbers are going to look like, and
then we make decisions based on that, rather

than taking care of our employees. If everyone
would focus on their people rather than their
bottom line, I think they would find that their
bottom line actually improves.”

THE FUTURE OF OFFICE WELLNESS
Lee also believes the survival of companies
depends on the wellness and happiness of its
employees.

“Employers often focus on the qualifications
of the candidate. They expect a lot from an
employee,” Lee says. “But exceptional job candidates are looking for a good fit themselves.
They want a thriving work environment. They,
too, have expectations from potential employers. When I hear employers say things like,
‘well, if they need all that they can go somewhere else,’ I tell them they will.”
Lee’s got one more card in the deck when
talking about CubeFit with reluctant company
leaders. She points out many professional athletes practice yoga to develop mental strength
and focus. “Certainly you want your employees
to have the same kind of drive and focus as
Kobe Bryant,” Lee tells them.
“It’s not scientific,” she says. “But, no one has
argued with me on that point.” BoF
For more information about CubeFit Yoga and to contact
Lee, visit www.cubefityoga.com.
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